Information gathering under Article 9 of the EU Enforcement Regulation regarding
planned EU commercial policy measures further to the adjudication of a trade dispute
with the United States on Measures Affecting Trade in Large Civil Aircraft under the
WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding (“DSU”)
The Commission seeks information and views regarding the EU's economic interests in
accordance with Article 9 of Regulation (EU) No 654/2014 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 15 May 2014. The Commission expects to receive input from
private stakeholders who may be affected by planned EU commercial policy measures.
The information gathering should provide the Commission with input to assist it in
assessing the scope and parameters of planned commercial policy measures.
Your input is important in this process and we thank you in advance for your
contribution. The Word document can be used to fill in your comments directly under
the relevant points.

Context
On 11 April 2019, the WTO Dispute Settlement Body ("DSB") adopted its recommendations
and rulings in United States – Measures Affecting Trade in Large Civil Aircraft (Second
complaint) – Recourse to Article 21.5 of the DSU by the European Union, confirming that the
United States has failed to bring its measures, found to be inconsistent with the Agreement on
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (“SCM Agreement”), into conformity with its
obligations under that Agreement.
In accordance with paragraph 8 of the "Agreed Procedures under Articles 21 and 22 of the
Dispute Settlement Understanding and Article 7 of the SCM Agreement"1 between the
European Union and the United States with respect to this dispute, the European Union is
taking steps towards requesting the Article 22.6 arbitrator to resume its work.
Upon the completion of the arbitrator’s work the European Union will request the DSB for an
authorisation to take countermeasures against the United States. In its original request
pursuant to Article 22.2 of the DSU and Articles 4.10 and 7.9 of the SCM Agreement related
to this dispute (dated 2 October 2012), the European Union sought authorization from the
DSB to take countermeasures against the United States in an annual amount of USD
12 billion.
The European Union’s countermeasures would include suspension of tariff concessions and
other related obligations under the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade 1994 and under
the SCM Agreement on a list of selected US products.
Regulation (EU) No 654/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014
(the Enforcement Regulation)2 provides for the legal basis for the EU to suspend concessions
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or other obligations under the multilateral and plurilateral agreements covered by the WTO
DSU following the adjudication of trade disputes under the WTO DSU.
Where action is necessary to safeguard the EU's interests in such cases, the Commission may
take appropriate commercial policy measures.
In line with Article 4 (2) a) of the Enforcement Regulation, in determining the appropriate
commercial policy measures where concessions or other obligations are suspended following
the adjudication of a trade dispute under the WTO DSU, their level shall not exceed the level
authorised by the WTO DSB.
Further to Article 4 (3) of the Enforcement Regulation, these commercial policy measures
must be determined on the basis of the following criteria, where relevant, in light of available
information and of the EU's general interest:
a) effectiveness in inducing compliance of third countries with international trade rules;
b) availability of alternative sources of supply for the goods concerned, in order to avoid
or minimise any negative impact on downstream industries, contracting authorities or
entities, or final consumers within the EU;
c) avoidance of disproportionate administrative complexity and costs in the application
of the measures;
d) any specific criteria that may be established in international trade agreements.
Possible Commercial Policy Measures
In order to be in a position to promptly take action on the basis of and consistent with the
decision of the arbitrator under Article 22 DSU, the Commission is required to take the
respective steps under the Enforcement Regulation and the WTO DSU.
In this regard, the Commission is currently assessing the parameters of the planned
commercial policy measures.
The Commission is considering commercial policy measures in the form of the imposition of
increased customs duties, including additional ad valorem duties of up to 100 percent, on
certain products from the United States.
The Commission services have identified products originating in the United States that could
potentially be subject to increased customs duties. These products, or a subset of them, may
be affected only if necessary and in a proportionate manner, in line with the requirements of
the Enforcement Regulation described above.
The products can be consulted in the enclosed document 'List of Products' uploaded on the
DG TRADE webpage under the current Information gathering exercise.
Information gathering procedure
In assessing the parameters of planned commercial policy measures, the Commission seeks
input from private stakeholders who may be affected by the planned EU commercial policy
measures, as outlined above, on the products listed in the document 'List of Products'
uploaded on the DG TRADE webpage under the current Information gathering exercise.
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Private stakeholders are invited to provide any views and information they consider relevant
to EU economic interests in connection with the products which could be subject to possible
EU commercial policy measures, as well as any other relevant input.
To receive full consideration, written comments should be as detailed as possible and include
supporting documents.
Information received pursuant to Regulation (EU) No 654/2014 will be used only for the
purpose for which it was requested.
Neither the European Parliament, nor the Council, nor the Commission, nor Member States,
nor their respective officials shall reveal any information of a confidential nature received
pursuant to Regulation (EU) No 654/2014, without specific permission from the supplier of
such information.
The supplier of information may request that information supplied be treated as confidential.
In such cases, it must be accompanied by a non-confidential summary which presents the
information in a generalised form or a statement of the reasons why the information cannot be
summarised. If it appears that a request for confidentiality is not justified and if the supplier is
unwilling either to make the information public or to authorise its disclosure in generalised or
summary form, the information in question may be disregarded. The confidential treatment
will not preclude the disclosure of general information by the institutions of the EU and the
authorities of the Member States. Such disclosure must take into account the legitimate
interest of the parties concerned in not having their business secrets divulged.
Information received pursuant to Regulation (EU) No 654/2014 may be subject to a request
for access to documents under EU Regulation 1049/2001 on public access to European
Parliament, Council and Commission documents3. In such cases, the request will be assessed
against the conditions set out in Regulation 1049/2001 and in accordance with applicable data
protection rules.
Deadline
Please fill in the form and submit it at the latest by 31 May 2019, 12:00 am (UTC+01:00),
Brussels, to the following e-mail address:
TRADE-REG-654-2014-INFOGATHERING@ec.europa.eu
For more information:
TRADE-REG-654-2014-INFOGATHERING@ec.europa.eu
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INFORMATION GATHERING FORM

Please fill in this form and submit it at the latest by 31 May 2019, 12:00 am (UTC+01:00),
Brussels, to the following e-mail address:
TRADE-REG-654-2014-INFOGATHERING@ec.europa.eu

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Name:
Organisation:
Contact details:
Language of the submission:
Your views and information regarding the EU economic interests in the products
originating in the United States which could be subject to EU commercial policy
measures, listed in the enclosed document 'List of Products':
6. Any other relevant input:
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